
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2022 - 23 

CLASS –VI 

                                                                                                   

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

ENGLISH 

1. Prepare a dictionary with 5 new words from each alphabet with their meanings and usage 

(make sentence) 

2. Prepare a Tense Chart. 

MATHEMATICS 

Q.1. Crossword. 

Complete the following puzzle: 

 

                                       
Across: 

2. Value of Indian System equivalent to 1 million. 

6. General 5 digit number using 9, 8, 7. 

4. Expressing a number that is one less than 100, in words. 

8. 2, 4, 6,......... 

 

Down: 

1. Successor of 10378695 

3. Place of International System of numeration after Ones and Tens. 

5. Greatest one digit number. 

7. Number of zeroes in one thousand. 

suggestion: Crossword can be related to any concept in this chapter. 

 

Q.2. Collect the population of states of India or of 10 large cities or of 10 countries and write them in 

words/Indian/ International both. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Instructions: 
1. Assignments to be done on A-4 size sheets. 
2. Maintain the work neatly in a folder. 



 

 

Q.3. Place Value Systems 

The students will write down mobile numbers of all their family members and fill the following table. 

 

 
Q.4. Estimations. 

Choose any 5 packed food items, paste their empty packs and complete the following table. 

 
Find out the difference between the MRP and the Estimated value of each of the food items & identify the 

food items for which this difference comes to be Maximum or Minimum. 

 

Q.5. There was a stock of 2,75,67,890 sacks of wheat in a godown of Food Corporation of India (FCI). During 

drought & flood situation in Odisha & Assam respectively FCI sent 87,89,045 & 96,73,500 sacks of wheat to 

these states. What is the remaining stock with FCI ? 

 

Q.6. The greatest 4 digit number made with the digits 1,0,9,2 is divided by the smallest 3 digit number made 

by 1,9,2. Find  the quotient and remainder. 

 

Q.7. A student multiplied 8245 by 35 instead of 32. By how much was his answer greater than the correct 

answer ? 

 

Q.8. An engine pumps water at 850 litres per minute. How many hours will it take to pump out 13,77,000 litres 

of water ? 

 

SUBJECT-ODIA (SECOND LANGUAGE) 

1-ଏକ Chart paper ରେ ବଣ ବା ଜଙ୍ଗଲ େ ଚତି୍ର କେି ଜଙ୍ଗଲ ଆମେ କ ିକାମରେ ଆରେ ତାହା ରଲଖ l 
2-େଚନା -ବର୍ଷା ଋତୁ (write in HW copy ) 

 

 



 

SUBJECT-HINDI (SECOND LANGUAGE) 

                                                              

निरे्दश:-सभी विद्यार्थी यह कायय ग्रीष्मकाऱीि अिकाश में करेंगे। 
1.चिड़िया के अऱािा आपको कौि – सा पऺी अच्छा ऱगता है ? उसका चित्र बिाइए | 

2.आपके आस पास खािे में कौि – कौि से व्यंजि प्रिलऱत है I 
 उिकी सूिी बिाइए | 

 

SCIENCE 

PHYSICS 

Revise the following portions:  

● Measurement and units of measurement 

● Fundamental and derived units 

● Measurements in olden days 

● Importance of estimation. 

● Motion -Rest and motion are relative  

[DO IT IN A4 SIZE PAPER] 

Answer the following questions: 

1) Measure the length and breadth of your NCERT Science textbook. Express it in centimetres and metres. 

2) An object moves from point A to B along three different paths. Measure the distance travelled by the object 

along these three paths. Find the shortest distance and longest distance travelled by the object.  

 

 

3.‘‘BEST OUT OF WASTE’’ 

In this world of technology, let‟s not throw parts of gadgets & electric instruments, which are 

not in use in our home and make an efficient use of e-waste items for carrying out “ BEST 

OUT OF WASTE” and make any decorative item/fun game/working model etc. 
 

 



 

CHEMISTRY 

1. Paste different types of natural and synthetic fabrics( three each) in your Chemistry copy. 

2. Do the Activity – Weaving with coloured paper strips. 

BIOLOGY 

1) Find out the names of plants that grow in water and which are eaten as food 

2) Prepare some sprouts of moong.  

    Let them grow for a week until the whole seeds grow into young plants.  

    Measure the lengths of the sprouts  everyday using a thread and ruler.  

    Prepare a bar graph of the number of sprouts having lengths in different ranges. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Geography  : prepare a model on solar system . 

Civics : prepare a 3D chart on preamble of Indian construction.  

History 

1. The first animal to be tamed by early men was the wild ancestor of the _______. 

2. People in Burzahom lived in ______ houses. 

3. Mehrgarh site is in present day __________.  

4. Early people painted in the wall of the __________. 

5. Hunsgi is in the state of ____________. 

6. _____________ have found some of the things hunter-gatherers made and used. 

7. The word „palaeo‟ means the ____________. 

8. Koldihwa is located in ___________ state. 

9. The new stone age is also known as ___________. 

10. Draw a picture of a pit-house. 

Civics 

1. Who wrote the famous book „The discovery of India‟? 

2. Name any two festivals celebrated in your state or locality. 

3. Who composed the national anthem of India? 

4. What is cheenachatti? 

5. What is Kerala famous for? 

6. How was Indian flag used against the British by the people? 

 

 



 

 

7. Who discovered the sea route to India? 

8. Ladakh is also known as _____? 

9. The caste system is an example of _________. 

10. Who coined the term „Unity in Diversity‟? 

 Geography  

Answer the following questions: 

1. What are celestial bodies? 
2. Write three important points on stars. 
3. What is constellation? Give examples of it? 
4. What is pole star?  
5. What are planets? Write three sentences on planets? 
6. Write four important points about the sun. 
7. What is an orbit? 
8. Write four important points on earth. 
9. Why earth is known as a blue planet? 
10. Write a short note on the moon. 
11. What is asteroid? 
12. What is meteoroid? 

 

                                                      

COMPUTER 

 

 I have downloaded the GIMP software. Now I want to draw a picture of our school with this 

software and want to colour it.  

Help me to do the following by writing all the steps. 
 

                                                               

 


